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Abstract. Serbian has a well developed resource for morphosyntactic
text analysis, namely the Morphological Electronic Dictionary of Serbian
(MEDS), as well as the Contemporary Serbian Language Corpus (around
122 million words), but it is completely lacking resources for syntax anal-
ysis. We have decided that one of the important steps in that direction
is building the Serbian treebank, which would enable us to eventually in-
duce a rich formal grammar of Serbian to be used for parsing of Serbian
texts. Currently, our focus is on the basic level of sentence annotation �
morphological annotation. On this level, each word is described by two
pieces of information � the lemma of the word, together with its inher-
ent morphological, stylistic and semantic values, and the realized values
of the lemma used in the text. In this paper, we will be comparing the
morphological annotation used in MEDS with the morphological annota-
tion of the so far largest Slavic treebank � Prague Dependency Treebank
(PDT). Each of the systems has their own annotation scheme and a var-
ied set of tags which do not always match, especially when it comes to
a variety of semantic tags. After the comparison, preliminary decisions
will be made on the tags and the annotation system to be used in the
future Serbian treebank.

Keywords: Serbian Treebank, Morphological Annotation, Morphosyn-
tactic Description, Prague Dependency Treebank, Morphological Elec-
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1 Introduction

Treebanks are usually de�ned as corpora coded with syntactic information.
Apart from the essential syntactic layer, each of them is always coded on the
word level. Word-level coding implies tagging or annotation of part of speech
information (POS), enriched with morphosyntactic, and sometimes derivational
and semantic information.

In this paper, we will be focusing on the morphosyntactic level, more pre-
cisely, on the morphosyntactic description (MSD) of Serbian, and validate it
against the MSD of the Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT). The reason for
choosing PDT as the standard owes to it being the oldest Slavic treebank (version
1.0 was released in late nineties), the fact that it is the largest Slavic treebank
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(around 90,000 sentences), constantly growing and being improved, and also that
it served as a benchmark for some other treebanks in the Slavic world (Croatian
and Russian). Moreover, it is an MSD created speci�cally for a Slavic language
and for the purpose of a treebank.

Nowadays, when deciding to make a treebank, there are several choices when
it comes to choosing an MSD. Traditional MSDs are usually not appropriate for
usage in NLP, so languages that do not already have a formal MSD can either
make a new one, or accept and adapt one of the existing standards. Even though
there is considerable e�ort to unify MSDs across languages ([15]), every now and
then a choice is made to create or pursue a unique MSD that suits the purpose
of a speci�c language, and that is already in use by applications in the given
language. Such is the case of Serbian and the description it o�ers within the
Morhological Electronic Dictionary of Serbian (MEDS).

Broadly speaking, MSDs can be of either positional or attributive type. Even
though there is no data that prove that one or the other are more appropriate for
use in treebanks, treebank creators often opt for the positional one. Positional
tags are characterized by having the same prede�ned length (either across POS
or within POS) and positions for each of the categories. Their categories and
values are represented by single letters or numbers which can vary in meaning
depending on their position. On the other hand, attributive tags do not have
a prede�ned tag length, strict positions of categories and are more descriptive.
They are also typically more user friendly, in that they can be understandable
without having to consult guidelines, unlike positional tags.

Of Slavic MSDs, the Czech ([9]), Croatian ([18]), Russian ([16]), Bulgarian
([17]), Slovene ([19]) and Slovak ([7]) ones have positional tags, while the Polish
([14]) one is attributive. The Czech annotation system was adapted for Croatian
and Russian, the MULTEXT-East standard for Bulgarian and Slovene, while
the Slovak one represents a unique positional MSD.

2 Serbian MSDs

Serbian is a South Slavic language with a rich system of in�ection. Its noun
categories include case (Nominative, Genitive, Dative, Accusative, Vocative, In-
strumental, Locative), gender (masculine, feminine or neutral) and number (sin-
gular, plural and remainders of paucal). Apart from case, gender and number,
adjectives are additionally characterized by three grades of comparison (posi-
tive, comparative and superlative), which they share with some adverbs, and
adjectival aspect (de�nite and inde�nite). Pronouns are described by case, num-
ber, gender and person (�rst, second and third). Verb categories include person,
number, gender in certain forms, tense (present, past, future I and II, aorist,
imperfect, pluperfect), mood (imperative, potential, future II), verbal aspect
(perfective and imperfective) and voice (active and passive). Serbian has a series
of irregular phenomena, such as discrepancies in natural and grammatical gender
and number of nouns.
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MSD for Serbian has so far been covered by two major projects � one at the
Faculty of Mathematics at the University of Belgrade, Serbia, within which a
comprehensive electronic morphological dictionary of Serbian (MEDS) was made
([12]). That dictionary covers both simple words (130,000) and multi-word units
(11,000).

The other one is the MULTEXT-East project (MTE), whose result was
a common tagset for a number of East European languages (currently 16 �
Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Estonian, English, Hungarian, Romanian, Serbian,
Slovene, Resian dialect of Slovene, Macedonian, Persian, Polish, Russian, Slovak,
and Ukrainian), which included Serbian from version three ([4]). MEDS can be
transformed into MTE format with some loss of information ([8]) and is already
used to tag Orwell's 1984.

However, it was argued by [5] that representation of MTE is not the most
suitable for Serbian due to a lack of certain values and categories, interdepen-
dence of values and categories that is hard to grasp using a positional system
and inconsistencies in types of categories. Similar comments come from ([14]).
We will not be looking into features of MTE in more detail here.

3 MEDS

MEDS contains a thorough and unambiguous representation of Serbian mor-
phosyntax, originally developed within the corpus processing system Intex and
currently used within Unitex ([13]). This dictionary is in LADL/DELA format
([2]), based on the methodology of �nite state automata. Such dictionaries, orig-
inally created for French, exist for several Slavic languages (Russian, Bulgarian,
Polish and Macedonian), and several European languages (English, German,
Spanish, Greek and Portuguese).

MEDS contains two sets of dictionaries: dictionaries of simple words DE-
LAS/DELAF and dictionaries of multi-word units DELAC/DELACF. DELAS
and DELAC dictionary entries present lemmas together with �nite state au-
tomata that describe their in�ection paradigm. Additional morphological, syn-
tactic, semantic and derivational information related to the lemma is also added.
The second set of dictionaries, DELAF and DELACF contains word forms and
word-form properties, together with DELAS/DELAC information. These entries
are the ones that could potentially be used to annotate the Serbian treebank so
they will be presented in more detail in the following sections.

3.1 Representation of Morphosyntactic Information in DELAF

Each DELAF entry has the following structure:

form,lemma.K[+SynSem]*[:categories]*

It contains two sets of information � lemma and its description, and word form
and its MSD. In this formula, form stands for word form, and lemma is where
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the lemma of the word form is stated. If the word form matches the lemma, only
the word form is present in the entry. K stands for POS. There are 10 POS in
DELAF � N (noun), V (verb), A (adjective), ADV (adverb), PRO (pronoun),
NUM (numeral), PREP (preposition), PAR (particle), CONJ (conjunction), INT
(interjection).

SynSem stands for syntactic and semantic properties of the lemma in the
broadest sense of the word. SynSem labels are descriptive and their meaning is
most of the time intuitive. There is no de�ned order between them. This part
speci�es:

� Word subcategories (collective and proper for nouns, possessive for ad-
jectives, spatial for adverbs, auxiliary for verbs, personal for pronouns etc.).

� Semantic tags are numerous and their number is constantly growing. Some
of them are Top (toponym), Hum (human), Hyd (hydro), Bot (botanical)
etc..

� Derivational information is sometimes also given � as Der (derived) alone,
or specifying the type of derivation � DerArisatiIrati for example, which
states that a verb can take both �arisati and �irati su�xes.

� Syntactic information exists for nouns, verbs and prepositions. For nouns,
labels are added when there is a di�erence between the natural and gram-
matical gender (MG/FG/NG � natural male/female/neutral gender). Plu-
ralia and singularia tantum are also labeled. For verbs, aspect information
is given (perfective and imperfective), potential re�exivness (re�exive and
irre�exive), transitivity information (transitive and intransitive), which all
state the potential of the lemma, and not the actual realization in the text.
Information that the verb is an auxiliary one is also added. The required
case is added for prepositions.

� Dialect variant � Tag Ek (ekavian) is added when a word can be di�erent in
the iekavian variant. Cr (Croatism)is added for words preferred in Croatian.

� Original transcription of proper names of foreign origin is given in the
following form:
Dejli,. N+NProp+Hum+Last+EN+Val=Dailey+Val=
Daily+Val=Daley+Val=Daly

� Negation � tag Neg is added to negative forms, whether verbal or nominal.

Categories stand for morphosyntactic categories of the word form. Each cate-
gory is represented by a single letter or number with a speci�c meaning regardless
of its position within the entry. Although some are more or less intuitive (s and p
for numbers, m, f and n for genders), there are some that cannot be interpreted
without guidelines.

The MSD part contains the following categories and features:

� Number (singular, plural, paucal)
� Gender (male, female, neutral)
� Case (nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, vocative, instrumental and
locative)
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� Animacy (animate, inanimate, no consequence)
� Grade of comparison (positive, comparative, superlative)
� Person (�rst, second, third)
� Tense (present, aorist, imperfect, future)
� Verb form (in�nitive, imperative, active past participle, passive past par-
ticiple, present gerund, past gerund)

� Clitic (positive or negative)
� De�niteness (de�nite, inde�nite)

Some examples of DELAF entries are given below:

bra¢e,bra¢a.N+Hum+MG+Pl:fs2v : noun, human, natural male gender,
plural; feminine, singular, genitive, animate
bavio,baviti.V+Imperf+It+Ref:Gsm : verb, imperfect, intransitive, re�ex-
ive; active past participle, singular, masculine
planinski,.A+PosQ:adms1g : adjective, possessive; positive, de�nite, mascu-
line, singular, nominative, no consequence
ga,on.PRO+PrsJG:msz2i : pronoun, personal, 3rd person singular; mascu-
line, singular, 3rd person, genitive, positive
jedan,.NUM+v1:ms1g : numeral, number 1; masculine, singular, nominative,
no consequence
koliko,.ADV+Amm+Quant+Pro+Wh : adverb, amount, quantity, pro-
noun, question word
kod,.PREP+p2 : preposition, takes genitive
se,.PAR : particle
mada,.CONJ : conjunction
ih,.INT : interjection

Two things can be noted here. Even though paucal forms match genitive
singular in modern Serbian, they prove to be distinct in some pronouns ([20]) so
their inclusion in MEDS is justi�ed.

Tenses and moods such as past tense, future II and potential are composite
tenses in Serbian so there are no tags bearing their names. They are extracted
and assigned a composite tag using local grammars.

3.2 MWUs in MEDS

MWUs are collected into two LADL/DELA dictionaries � DELAC, which gives
base forms of MWUs, and DELACF, which is a dictionary of MWU forms,
created automatically from DELAC. MWUs in DELACF are de�ned as words
with separators (blanks and other non-alphabetical characters), which can each
in�ect following their own rules, do not allow inserts and represent a concept
di�erent from the one of its constituents ([12]).

MEDS covers named entities: proper names (persons, organizations, loca-
tions), time expressions and numerical expressions. It also covers �xed expres-
sions and combinations of prepositions and nouns that often collocate in texts.
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Their representation in DELACF is described with a formula such as the one
in DELAF, with an addition of tag +Comp or +C in the SynSem part, which
stands for `compound':

form,lemma.K+C|Comp[+SynSem]*[:categories]*

Its POS is mostly de�ned by the head of the MWU, but sometimes also
by its use in the text, which is the case with some nominal and prepositional
constructions. The Categories part of the tag lists the features of the head in the
MWU. The remaining words in the MWU are either assumed to agree in those
categories or do not have in�ection at all (as with prepositional MWUs). Some
examples of MWUs are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Some MWUs in DELACF
celu no¢,.ADV+C+AN+Temp (all night, A+N �> ADV)
godi²njem dobu,godi²nje doba.N+Comp:ns3q (season, A+N �> N)
u blizini,.ADV+C (in vicinity, PREP+N �> ADV)
u blizini,.PREP+C+p2 (in vicinity, PREP+N �> PREP)

4 PDT Morphological Annotation

The Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT) morphological description was created
by researchers at Charles University in Prague and Masaryk University in Brno,
as part of the three-layer annotation designed for PDT ([3]). The current version
of PDT is 3.0 and even though it introduced novelties regarding MWUs starting
from version 2.5 ([1]), there are no signi�cant di�erences in annotation on the
morphological level (m-level).

The PDT tag set contains about 4,000 tags. 2 million tokens were annotated
on the morphological level in version 3.0.

In PDT, every word is unambiguously described by two pieces of information
� the lemma and the tag, which are given as separate XML tags. The lemma part
has more of a descriptive structure, often intended for the human reader, and
carries information about terms, style and homonymy, derivational information,
comments on derivation, reference to other lemmas, category and additional
comments. The tag itself is positional and has 15 �xed positions. Of those, 2 are
reserved for the future use and the remaining 13 positions are:

� Part of speech � Czech, as well as Serbian, recognizes 10 POS: N (noun), V
(verb), A (adjective), D (adverb), C (numeral), P (pronoun), R (preposition),
J (conjunction), I (interjection) and T (particle). Two more categories are
added here � X for undetermined, unknown or unclassi�able forms and Z for
punctuation.
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� Detailed Part of Speech very broadly corresponds to a combination of the
SynSem section in the Serbian MEDS and its MSD. Some of the examples
are � types of nouns (general), pronouns (possessive, demonstrative, cliti-
cal form), adjectives (possessive, nominal etc.), verbs (imperative, in�nitive,
active past participle etc.), numerals (Roman grapheme, generic, cardinal
etc.)

� Gender � even though Czech distinguishes three genders � male, female and
neutral, there are 10 di�erent values present in this category. Special tags are
assigned to male animate and male inanimate nouns, while there is another
male gender tag for either animate and inanimate nouns, used for past par-
ticiples. Other tags stand for either a pair of categories (feminine or neutral,
feminine or masculine), or for a negation of a category (not feminine).

� Number � apart from singular and plural, in some cases Czech clearly dis-
tinguishes dual. Apart from those three, there is another cumulative category
here (singular for feminine, plural for neutral).

� Case � nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, vocative, locative and in-
strumental.

� Possessor's Gender � a category of importance for possessive pronouns
and adjectives. Values are feminine, masculine animate and not feminine.

� Possessor's Number � plural, singular, any.
� Person � �rst, second, third or any.
� Tense � future, past or present, present, past, any.
� Voice � active, passive.
� Degree of Comparison � positive, comparative, superlative.
� Negation � a�rmative, negated.
� Variant � archaic, colloquial, bookish, abbreviation etc.

Some examples of PDT lemma-tag pairs are given below:

Praha_;G, NNFS1-----A---- : geographical name; noun, feminine, singular,
nominative, a�rmative
docházet_:T, VB-S---3P-AA--- : imperfect verb; present or future, singular,
3rd person, present, a�rmative, active
navrhovaný_�(*2t), AAFS4----1A---- : derivational information: remove
two letters, add t; adjective, feminine, singular, accusative, positive, a�rmative
se_�(zvr._zájmeno/£ástice), P7-X4---------- : re�exive pronoun/particle;
pronoun, re�exive, any gender, accusative
dva`2, ClHP1---------- : reference to number 2; cardinal numeral, feminine or
neutral, plural, nominative
kladn¥_�(*1ý), Dg-------1A---- : derivational information: remove one letter,
add ý; adverb with degrees of comparison, positive, a�rmative
v-1, RR--6---------- : homonym marked as 1; preposition in, takes locative
asi, TT------------- : /; particle
a-1, J�------------- : homonym marked as 1; conjunction, coordinating
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4.1 MWUs in Prague Dependency Treebank

MWUs were introduced in PDT in version 2.5 ([2]). It was already decided in
version 2.0 that MWUs are to be annotated on a level other than morphological.
The decision was made to tag each of the MWU segments according to their
original meaning, for example: in New York � new is lemmatized as a foreign
word, not as a geographical name, while York is lemmatized as a geographical
name, even if it �nds itself in the name of a newspaper such as New York Times
([10]). From version 2.5, PDT distinguishes personal names, names of institu-
tions and objects, locations, addresses, time, bibliographical information, foreign
expressions and numbers, but on the tectogrammatical rather than morphology
level.

During the work on version 2.5, a lexicon of MWUs SemLEx was extracted
as a freely available product of the work of annotators ([2]).

5 Comparative View

Comparing the two MSDs, the most obvious di�erence is the one of organization
� PDT being positional and MEDS attributive. However, the internal organiza-
tion of information and division of information between the lemma and tag are
in many respects similar.

5.1 Lemma

In PDT, lemma is treated separately and a separate set of tags is attributed
to it, although it does not have to contain any tags. In MEDS, lemma is also
treated separately, while still being inside the tag itself, and is always assigned a
set of labels. While POS is a part of the tag in PDT, in MEDS, it is a part of the
lemma. In PDT, POS is stated withing the lemma only in cases of homonymy.
Homonyms are in PDT often enumerated the same way as in traditional dictio-
naries and often contain a comment additionally specifying the word. This com-
ment is meant to be used by the human reader. In MEDS however, homonyms
are distinguished by their POS alone, and in case homonyms belong to the same
POS, it is counted on the lemma and SynSem values to make their meaning
clear.

A number of features specifying the lemma (the SynSem part of the MEDS
tag) is in PDT also given within the lemma. This means that all the terms
(proper names and terms) are de�ned there, just like in MEDS. SubPOS is also
placed inside the lemma in MEDS though, while in PDT it is given within the
tag.

Both systems add derivational information here, and both systems use ref-
erence to other lemmas (e.g. in case of numerals). Another feature these two
systems have in common is placement of verbal aspect information within the
lemma section. Its values are in both systems perfective, imperfective or both.

Some additional information is added here in MEDS � syntactic informa-
tion such as re�exivity, transitivity, agreement (for prepositions) and natural
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gender and number. Even though Czech has the same type of discrepancy be-
tween natural and grammatical genders, it does not seem to address this matter
separately.

5.2 Morphosyntactic Description of the Word Form

Table 2: Presence of PDT categories in MEDS
PDT MEDS
POS within lemma

SubPOS within lemma
Gender X
Number X
Case X

PossGender x
PossNumber x

Person X
Tense X
Grade X

Negation X
Voice de�ned di�erently
Var some

As already noted, POS and what corresponds to SubPOS are de�ned within
the lemma in MEDS. This organizational di�erence does not make much of a
practical one.

On the other hand, two categories that exist in PDT, namely PossGender �
gender of the possessor and PossNumber � number of the possessor, categories
relevant for possessive adjectives and pronouns, are not taken into account in
MEDS. Even though the two may not be important from the morphosyntactic
point of view, they are a useful piece of information for morphology, and even
more useful for syntax in case of resolution of sentences such as:

Marko-j je dao Mariji-i njenu-i knjigu. (Marko-j gave Marija-i her-i book.)

Unlike Czech, Serbian does not include dual as a number category. Even though
in past Serbian had special forms for only two entities, today those forms can be
seen in only a small number of nouns and some of their forms (genitive plural),
where they have a plural meaning.

There is no speci�c tag for voice in MEDS, rather, a form used for making the
passive voice � passive past participle is labeled. There are two types of passive
in Serbian, both composite forms, but only one can be potentially recognized
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on this level � the one with the passive past participle. Label Active is never
attributed as any other form other than that one is considered active.

Var (variant) in PDT de�nes the style of the word form, such as standard,
bookish, colloquial, archaic etc. Abbreviations are also de�ned here. An occa-
sional Arh (archaic) tag is used in MEDS, but style is otherwise not commented
on. However, there are other variants de�ned in MEDS � dialectal and language
variants. Thus, there are tags added for the ekavien pronunciation whenever
there is a di�erence in the word form between the two pronunciations of Serbian
(ekavian and jekavian). There are additional tags for Croatisms in this section
as well.

5.3 Syntactic Information

While syntactic information is completely left out of this layer in PDT, some of
it is included in MEDS. This includes agreement information for prepositions,
added for the purposes of easier annotation of MWUs and other composite forms.
Tags for auxiliary verbs are also added here.

Re�exiveness and transitivity tags are added for all the verbs, signifying the
potential of the verb, rather than concrete use in the particular context. Still,
this piece of information will be useful for future annotation of syntax.

Table 3: Irregular gender and number phenomena in Serbian
bra¢e,bra¢a.N+Hum+MG+Pl:fs2v

(brothers, gram.cat: female singular, nat.cat: male plural)
petoricu,petorica.N+NumN+MG+Pl:fs4v

(�ve men, gram.cat: female singular, nat.cat: male plural)
deca,.N+Hum+NG+Pl+Ek:fs1v

(children, gram.cat: female singular, nat.cat: neutral plural)
budalom,budala.N+Hum+MG+FG:fs6v

(fool, gram.cat: female singular, nat.cat: male of female singular)

Nouns with irregular behavior are assigned special tags � ST and PT for sin-
gularia and pluralia tantum respectively. MG (male gender) FG (female gender)
and NG (neutral gender) are added for nouns of natural gender di�erent than
the grammatical one. Tag Pl (plural) is added to singular nouns whose meaning
is plural, which is not clear from the form of the word. These features in�uence
the agreement with the verb and give important input for the future analysis of
syntax. Some of the examples of discrepancies are given in Table 3.

5.4 Treatment of MWUs

As noted in section 4.1, MWUs are not tagged on the morphological level in
PDT, but on the level of linguistic meaning (tectogrammatical level), according
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to the methodology of PDT. A lexicon SemLEx is extracted from version 2.5,
which contains lemmas of MWUs together with their separate tags.

MEDS already contains DELACF, a dictionary of MWU forms, with a unique
tag for each of the MWUs. This dictionary will without doubt serve great purpose
in the process of MWU detection in subsequent stages of annotation.

6 Conclusions and Further Work

After comparing the PDT and MEDS morphosyntactic descriptions, we conclude
that even though they are di�erent in some respects - organization, use and
placement of some categories, there are no signi�cant di�erences between them.
However, we thought we could give some recommendations for making the MEDS
tags more suitable for tagging a treebank:

� It is recommended that tags for possessor's gender and number are added
as they can be important for the future use.

� There is a number of tags speci�c for the treebank purpose than need to
be added, such as tags for punctuation, foreign words and unrecognized or
misspelled words.

� Additional variant features (archaic, colloquial, bookish) could eventually be
added.

� Tags for MWUs should probably not be used at this point, but could be
adapted into composite tags on a higher level of annotation.

Several immediate steps follow the choice of the MSD. First, the decision
needs to be made on the format of the treebank, which should be in accordance
with other projects being developed for Serbian, and at the same time readable
and recognizable by the wider community.

Second, a portion of text needs to be tagged with help of MEDS. The initial
training corpus can either be a subcorpus of the Serbian corpus ([11]) or a
controlled test corpus assembled speci�cally for this purpose.

In that process, ideally, an interface would be made which would propose
choices given by MEDS to the human annotator and let them choose and ap-
prove them. The annotator should be given an option of assembling a new tag,
following certain restrictions. In the process of building the software and anno-
tating, comprehensive guidelines can be created to guide the future annotation
choices.

Following that, the choice of a tagger to be trained on the annotated corpus
will be made.
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